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Near Smolensk!"
This scenario is an adaption of a scenario originally designed for a WWII miniature game. !""

Some new models and tweaks compared to the vanilla BA/BA2:""
New models:!"
Panzer-I!
Light German tank with twin MGs. I've set the stats so it will have a small AT capacity mostly 
against very light armored vehicles at very close range. Against tanks it will be able to lower their 
morale a bit if hitting its target. ""
7.5cm IG!
It has the same stats as a mortar as the calibre are about the same (mortar 81mm/IG 75mm), but 
the IG can fire indirect a longer range and can fire direct (has the same stats as an early war short 
barreled Pz-IV 75mm gun). The IG can't fire smoke as I checked a number of sources as no 
mentioned the IG using smoke. It can be Pushed one square.""
Kubelwagen!
German jeep. Can load infantry units up to 3 men. Can load HMG, mortar, IG, etc. No armament. ""
Leaders:!
There are some leaders on each side. All leaders can Rally any unit (except themselves) once per 
turn as long as this unit is within 4-5 squares and the Leader must have a LOS to the unit being 
rallied."
Infantry Leaders have the same movement and recon abilities as Scouts. But the combat stats are 
reduced, have a range of 2 squares, no AT capability."


"""

British Leader rally an infantry squad.
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"
Changes to unit stats (and other abilities):!"
Infantry!
In general the infantry have a morale of 150, a few has 175. All ordinary infantry units have 8 men 
in a squad. Engineers can remove tank traps, but not place them as I think the material to build a 
tank trap weights very much. So if tank traps will be used, they are on the map from start. 
Historically in this area of operation the French put up lines with tank traps further west, so if I 
make maps in that area there might be tank traps. But for now the Engineers are just infantry good 
at assaulting tanks.""
HMG, LMG, other special infantry units!
HMG's have a 3 men in squad, LMG's 4 men in a squad. Flamethrowers have 2 men. No other 
special units in this scenario. If future scenarios will include AT Rifles they will have 3 or 4 men in a 
squad. Not sure yet."
HMG's can be pushed one square, LMG and others move like ordinary infantry.""
Scouts!
Scouts is a team of 2 men, have a combat range of 2 squares with reduced combat stats. They 
have no AT capability. The Scouts are designed to act as recon units, not to fight.""
German onboard rocket artillery!
Takes one round to reload and have a range of 40 squares."
 
Removing hedges and walls"
Engineers and heavier tanks have the ability to remove sections of hedges and walls. To do this 
they must be next to a hedge or wall at the beginning of their turn facing that section they want to 
remove. This action will cost most of their AP that turn. They can still fire as usual."

M10 removing hedge section.
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""
M10 removing wall section.
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Near Smolensk, July, 1941!"
German armoured forces have driven deep into Russian territory on the direct route to Moscow. 
Enormous Soviet forces have been encircled. "
German units are now exploiting towards Smolensk on the Moscow highway. Resistance has been 
stiffening and German air recon reports Soviet armour assembling in the area."

""
Both sides will get reinforcements. The battle is 18 turns and can end in a Draw.""""
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